Accelerate your Windows Virtual Desktop deployment and management with Rimo3

Automated Application Testing Capabilities for Windows Virtual Desktop Running on Azure

Rimo3 is a Microsoft Windows Virtual Desktop value-added software platform that equips your IT teams with the knowledge around their application portfolio as it pertains to Azure migration readiness of application workloads.

With this platform, IT gains clearer visibility into application compatibility and performance by leveraging automated testing at scale to streamline the migration process. By leveraging a combination of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and robotic process automation, Rimo3 can test your entire application estate, ensuring that your organization can avoid costly migration mistakes, including downtime and lost user productivity. Fix BEFORE Fail – that’s the Rimo3 way.

Windows Virtual Desktop is changing the way virtual desktops are provided by delivering multi-session Windows 10 directly from Azure. Additionally, Windows Virtual Desktop enables you to provide Windows 7 virtual desktop for users as well as the option to bring existing Remote Desktop Services and Windows Server desktops and applications, all managed from a unified experience on Azure.

To take advantage of Windows Virtual Desktop and provide great end-user experiences, you need a solution to painlessly onboard applications and manage the changes to the environment as they come (whether it is application updates, cumulative updates, GPO changes, etc).

With Rimo3, you can ensure that you get the most out of Windows Virtual Desktop through leveraging automation to understand the impact of change before rollout. #fixbeforefail

Windows Virtual Desktop & Rimo3 Integration

Enterprise Fit For Use

Rimo3 enhances your Windows Virtual Desktop experience by accelerating deployment and improving ongoing management. Our ‘Enterprise Fit For Use’ model helps you achieve both.

- Onboard applications and test them in their target Windows Virtual Desktop deployment workspace quickly and painlessly. Turn a lengthy manual project to onboard a user that can take months into an ongoing process in weeks.
- Proactively understand the impact of change as your organization rolls out new applications and updates.
- Leverage Rimo3 Intelligent Smoke Testing™ capability and automate functionality testing. All without bothering the user.
Rimo3 Windows Virtual Desktop Journey

**Transform**
Leverage automation to onboard applications painlessly into your desired Windows Virtual Desktop environment.

**Manage**
Leverage automation to understand the impact of change prior to deployment.

**Optimize**
Leverage automation to understand the complete application experience and deliver the right application to the correct user in Windows Virtual Desktop.

The Benefits of Using Rimo3 for Windows Virtual Desktop

**Application Onboarding**
Rimo3’s Intelligent Smoke Test™ allows for the automated run-time testing of your application portfolio, ensuring that you can move your application workloads to Windows Virtual Desktop painlessly without bothering your users.

**Scalability**
Test a single user, a particular business unit, or your entire organization. Since you are leveraging unattended automation, it will have no impact on your finite and precious resources.

**Cost Savings**
Maximize the value of the resources that you already have by allowing them to focus on innovation. Leave the mundane to Rimo3’s automation platform.

**Time to Value**
Leveraging automation allows your organization to run tests 24/7/365 – there is none of the time constraints or fatigue that are typically associated with manual application testing.

**Business Productivity**
Understand all three tenants of application testing – compatibility, performance, and functionality – to make decisions faster to ensure the right application is being delivered to the correct user with no downtime.

Learn more about how Microsoft and Rimo3 together help you be Enterprise Fit For Use.

Rimo3 is educating, evolving, and retooling existing services and processes to make the shift from “coping with change” to “embracing change”. Leveraging Rimo3’s Intelligent Smoke Test™, the customer can initiate the automated application experience testing across all desired internal builds and have a clear view on the impact of that change prior to deployment. Request a demo today >

About Windows Virtual Desktop
Windows Virtual Desktop offers the best virtual desktop experience delivered on Azure. Windows Virtual Desktop enables organizations to deliver a virtual desktop experience and remote apps to any device. Microsoft 365 and Azure together provide users with the only multi-session Windows 10 experience — with exceptional scale and reduced IT costs.

About Rimo3
You have lots of applications to test and deploy. We have the platform to enable you to automate the process. Rimo3 is an easy to use, scalable, automated application testing platform. It includes capabilities for all three application testing fundamentals: compatibility, performance, and functionality.

It allows organizations, leaders, and teams to improve business continuity, adopt change faster, and optimize user experience. Discover, test, fix before fail and deploy change within your applications faster across your Windows-as-a-Service operating model and physical, virtual, and cloud-based workspaces today.

For more information, visit rimo3.com/outcomes